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The Menu of Rumi Persian from Pinecrest contains about 18 different menus and drinks. On average, you pay
for a dish / drink about $12.9. What User likes about Rumi Persian:

Friendly staff and ingenious brothers who are clearly regular. Nice presentation of the food. I just ordered
appetizers and they were delicious, but could have been more tasteful. It is expensive for what you get, but I
would be interested to try it for lunch if they still have lunch special. read more. You can use the WLAN of the

restaurant at no extra cost. What Mohammad K doesn't like about Rumi Persian:
Awful experience at this restaurant. Ordered a mixed kabob platter and was given a different order. Was told that
if the order was going to be fixed they would charge me for both platters. This absolutely makes no sense since
they delivered the wrong food, why would I be charged for that? Ended up declining their terrible offer, and ate

what was given to me. This is when my wife and I realized that on the entire skew... read more. Whether you opt
for a fine flatbread which is refined with a spicy garlic paste, or crispy falafel, the cuisines from the Middle East

transport you for a moment to a distant land - rounded off with honey-like, crispy baklava, you can return satisfied
to your daily life, there are also tasty vegetarian dishes in the menu. In addition, the place offers Greek dishes,

like Gyros and Souvlaki with matching sides, The guests of the restaurant are also thrilled with the large
selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the establishment offers.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
ICED TEA

Appet�er�
HUMMUS PLATE $9.0

10 m�� popular
GORMEH SABZI $19.0

Soup
LENTIL SOUP $7.0

Süppche� (vegetarisc�)
VEGETARIAN SOUP $7.0

Papp�&#39;S Favorite�
SPINACH PIE $7.0

Vegetariscehe� & Vegane�
Suppe�
BAMYEH $19.0

Restauran� Categor�
GREEK

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

Ho� drink�
HOT TEA

TEA

Kabo�
JOJEH KABOB $19.0

KABOB KUBIDEH $18.0

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

SALAD

Rum� Kid�'
RUMI KIDS' KUBIDEH $12.0
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RUMI KIDS' JOJEH $12.0
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